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Abstract:  spatial database system as a database system that offers spatial data types in its data model and query 
language and supports spatial data types in its implementation, providing at least spatial indexing and spatial 
join methods. Spatial database systems offer the  underlying database technology for geographic information 
systems and other applications. Here we focus on frequent positive association rule mining and frequent 
negative association rule mining for finding frequent and not frequent data with less time consuming. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world , the collection of data is larger and discover useful information and knowledge that has not 
seen earlier. The data should be in suitable manner and easy to access. for that we are using data mining. Data 
mining is the analysis of large dataset from the database ,data warehouse or other large repository, the 
application of random data to find relationship and summarize the data in under table and useful manner[4]. 
Association rule mining is one of the best data mining algorithm for searching interesting relationships among 
items in a large data set or database.  
Spatial databases are used in a real-world applications, such as land surveying, urban planning, and 
environmental assessments, as well as geospatial Web services. Here we survey the research paper related to 
find frequently occurrence of  geographic place from city with help of association rule[5].in simple way. 
A spatial database is a database 

Here we are applying association rule mining on spatial data base in base paper for finding frequently 
occurrence of geographic area in city. For that we are taking Positive association rule mining and Negative 
association rule mining  

that is used to store and query data and represents objects defined in a geometric 
space. that  also representing simple geometric objects such as points, lines and polygons. Some spatial 
databases handle more complex structures such as 3D objects, topological coverage. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

According to more recent survey,it is accepted the infrequent rule is also  important as the frequent rule mining 
because it used to show the infrequent item which not cover in frequent and these infrequent rules are often 
interesting. But Association among 0infrequent items and negative associations have been relatively ignored. 
The reason is association mining algorithm mainly due to the problem of large search space and the explosion of 
total number of association rules reported due to noise in data . 
There are some attempts to find infrequent association that a generalize association using correlation. 
Correlation is measured by chi-square. association rule discovery is to find rules with strong associations 
between items from the training data. It focuses on detecting relationships between the items Mining 
A database of transactions is the training data from which rules are generated. A rule is of the form x⇒ y where 
A is known as the antecedent and B is the consequent of the rule. Both A and B are geographic area from the 
database of transactions. 
The most common form of association rules is implication rule which is in the form of X⇒ Y, X (∩)Y = Ф. The 
support of the rule X Y is equal to the percentage of transactions in D containing X⇒ Y. The confidence of the 
rule X and Y is equal to the percentage of transactions in D containing X also containing Y. Confidence is 
defined as below 
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. 
Here the PARM and NARM is used for finding frequent and in frquent item respectivly from spatial database. 
 

i. Survey paper techniques 
There are some techniques to find frequent pattern from spatial database as below  

A. Transaction Frequent Pattern(TFP): 
 TFP used for finding frequent pattern from sparse and dense database. It is numerical method for 
finding frequent pattern  

B. Closed Frequent Pattern(CFP): 
A pattern α is a closed frequent pattern in a data set D if α is frequent in D and there exists no proper 
super-pattern β such  that β has the same support as α in D.[8] 

C. Maximal Frequent Pattern(MFP): 
A pattern α is a maximal frequent pattern(or max-pattern) in set D if α is frequent, and there exists no 
super-pattern β such that α ⊂ β and β is frequent in D.[8]     

D. Spatial Pattern Discovery Algorithm(SPADA): 
Spatial Pattern Discovery Algorithm  being proposed for frequent pattern discovery in spatial data 
implements the aforementioned level wise method  

E. Share Ascending Order Frequent (SH-AOF):  
This technique is used for efficiently mine the information share between the spatial pattern. It used to 
count the number of frequency of object 

F. Frequent Positive Association Rue Mining (FPARM): 
 FPARM is used to identify the frequently patterns which are more close with each other. 

G.  Frequent Negative Association Rue Mining (FNARM): 
  FNARM is used to identify not frequently occurrence of object with each other. 

ii. Survey paper 
Paper 1:  An Intelligent Approach for Mining Frequent Patterns in   Spatial Database System Using SQL 
Summary:  
 In this Paper, they represent the association rule mining for finding Frequent Positive and Negative 
object. For that they define Transaction Frequent Pattern Algorithm which is numerical based.  Here  prime  
number is used to represent the object. On the base of prime number, TFP(Transaction Frequent Pattern) is 
developed. This algorithm require minimum parameter and reduce the search space.  
Research Problem: 
TFP is not time efficient. It works for only the one occurrence of object. Suppose the object occur multiple time 
then there is no solution. It is not useful to find number of frequency of object. 
Paper 2: A New Approach to Mine Frequent Pattern in Spatial  Database using TFP-Tree 
Summary : 
  Here, In spatial database for finding frequent pattern divide data base into two part dense and sparse 
database and find frequent order list for that and assign Fibonacci series to each object. On the base of Fibonacci 
series value generate TFP(Transaction Frequent Pattern) for numerical representation and develop TFP- tree for 
spatial database then find dense and sparse pattern in TFP tree with help of array .Now according to TFP pattern 
they consider CFP and MFP. CFP (Closed Frequent Pattern) and is used to find dense database where most of 
the transaction is similar. While MFP( Maximal frequent Pattern) is used to find sparse database where the 
length of the transaction is different from each other.  
Research problem:   

This paper is work for only the one occurrence of object. Suppose the object occur multiple time then 
there is no solution.  
Paper 3 : An Intelligent Approach For Mining Frequent Spatial Objects in Geographic Information System 
summary :  
  In this paper , they explain two method FPARM (Frequent Pattern Association Rule Mining)and SH-
AOF(Share Ascending Order Frequent). FPRN is used for finding frequent pattern from the spatial database by 
suffix and prefix. To find the total occurrence of object in database they use share Measure concept. The 
combination of two technique used to reduce the search space and give more information of co related spatial 
objects. 
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Research problem:  
The combination of FPARM and SH-AOF is reduce search space. SH-AOF is better than SH-FSM(Share-
counted FSM ) but it is complex . 
Paper 4: A Logical Framework for Frequent Pattern Discovery in Spatial Data 
Summary:  
 Here with help of ARM , They can extract the frequent pattern from spatial database with 
SPDA(Spatial Pattern Discovery Algorithm) which is This is efficient and scalable and Robustness technique 
.The task of mining spatial association rules relies on a more complex data preprocessing which is error-prone.  
Research problem: 
  The automated extraction of symbolic descriptions from victories map 
Paper 5: Context based positive and Negative Spatio-Temporal Association Rule  Mining 
Summary:  
 In this paper, Association rule mining algorithm is given with the domain of hydrocarbon prospective. 
The extraction of association rules on the basis of context is novel approach and has its own impediments .The 
comparison is done on spatial temporal data for finding positive and negative dataset 
 

III. Methodology 
In this section we propose a framework to mine frequent patterns of spatial objects. These spatial objects 
situated close to each other for a given sample space of geographic area. 
The methodology can be described as a sequence of processes. It will extracts the spatial objects and its 
frequency of occurrences from the Map Database and builds a Sample Spatial Objects Datasets. The next 
process is to first we represent the frequent order list in form of numerical representation where each object in 
the transaction is represented Then the next step constructs a TFP(transacted frequent pattern) tree using the 
numerical representation of each transaction dataset. The final step finds frequent spatial patterns with their 
respective support count by intersecting its numerical ordered list. 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig: spatial framework[2] 
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Step 1: Obtain Sample Spatial Dataset. 
Algorithm  

Step 2: Build Ordered list of objects in descending order of their frequencies. 
Step3: Mapping Ordered List in form on numerical representation. 
Step 4: Build a TFP Tree using numerical representation. 
Step 5: Find frequent patterns and validate it against their respective support count. 
It shows the basic work flow for spatial database. Now define the special frequent  positive association rule 
(FPAR) for frequently occurrence of data  
Algorithm (FPAR)
Construct the table FPAR 

[1] 

Input: Transaction table ORDER-LIST. 
Output: FPAR table 
Procedure: 
for objects with the identical tid in table ORDER-LIST 
insert into the table FPARcount=0; 
path=null; 
for each transaction[i] 
if (list[i]>1) 
object=list; 
insert object into table FPAR 
count++; 
path+= object; 
else 
for each transaction 
if FPAR has not an object=list[i] 
insert list[i] into table FPAR 
set count=1; 
update table FPAR 
path+= object; 
 Algorithm(TFP)
Input: Transaction table RESULT-PN. 

[1] 

Output: TFP Table 
Procedure: 
for objects with the identical tid, object, prime, product in 
table RESULT-PN 
insert into the table TFP 
count=1; 
path=null; 
for product in each transaction 
if (product[i+1])MOD(product[i+1])=0 
insert product into table TFP 
count++; 
path+=product; 
else 
insert product into table TFP 
count++; 
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path+= product; 
For each transaction the frequent object pattern of current transaction is inserted into the tree. Then for 
successive transaction if any object is not found as a node in the tree, it creates a new object node and assigns 
one as the frequency. Otherwise the frequency of child node adds one.If product value is equal to the current 
node only the count of the current node is increased by 1 otherwise create a new descendant. Similarly for every 
successive insertion of a new node its product value is examined against existing nodes product values. The TFP 
is better than the FPAR its require less space for mining spatial dataset and less time consuming [1][2] 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Here we go through for finding frequent pattern with help of PARM for frequent data with minimum time 
requirement. the future work is we should apply this algorithm for infrequent  geographic area from spatial data 
base with help of NARM. TFP is numerical method for finding frequent. It reduce the search space and it 
perform operation with minimum  parameter input.In future we can improve the TFP which is time efficient and 
work for the object which present more than one time in same transaction in other word count the frequency of 
object. The second is to compare the assign value of object like prime number or Fibonacci value and  will find 
any other value which is better than these numerical value.  
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